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Japan Academy Prize to:
Takao Kondo
Designated Professor, Graduate School of
Science and Emeritus Professor, Nagoya
University
for “Studies of Biological Time Measurement
in Cyanobacteria by Reconstitution of the
Circadian Clock”

Outline of the work:
To precisely fit their metabolic activities to day–night alternation of the environment, living organisms on
the Earth have a biological clock (circadian clock) with a 24-hour period that originated by the rotation of the
Earth. The question of the biological mechanism that generates a stable rhythm with a 24-hour period has
fascinated researchers in several areas of the natural sciences. Dr. Takao Kondo devoted his graduate study to
the circadian clock and, in the early 1990s, developed a new experimental system for studying the circadian
clock in cyanobacteria. With this system, he isolated many clock mutants that enabled identification of the
cyanobacterial clock genes kaiA, kaiB, and kaiC. By studying the expression of kai genes, the circadian clock
model controlled by negative feedback of kai gene expression was proposed as the cyanobacterial circadian
clock, which is similar to that for many eukaryotes.
However, Dr. Kondo recognized that it was difficult to explain how the 24-hour periodicity is defined and
how it compensates against ambient temperature. Therefore, he focused on biochemical analyses of KaiC
activity that could alter the period length. In 2005, his group found that the phosphorylation rhythm of KaiC
persisted even under conditions when no transcriptional and translational activity was permitted. This finding
generated a major impact to the conventional hypothesis. Further, they found that the 24-hour rhythm of KaiC
phosphorylation occur autonomously just by mixing three Kai proteins and ATP in a test tube. The period of
the rhythm of Kai proteins was circadian and temperature-compensated, and its phase could be reset by
external temperature stimuli. Therefore, the reconstituted rhythm was almost identical to that found in the
living cell. This finding was a novel and creative discovery, because we could study the circadian rhythm of
living organisms in vitro using only three proteins and ATP.
Recent studies in Dr. Kondo’s group have indicated that KaiC consists of two ATPase domains, C-terminal
domain and N-terminal domain. Serine and threonine residues in the C-terminal domain are phosphorylated
cyclically by association of KaiA and KaiB. ATP hydrolysis by KaiC in the N-terminal domain is extremely
weak but robustly temperature-compensated. Because the temperature-compensated ATPase activity is closely
coupled with the frequency of the phosphorylation rhythm, they proposed a model of the cyanobacterial
circadian clock in which the temperature-compensated ATPase activity functions as a circadian pacemaker to
control the phosphorylation cycle.
The finding that the circadian rhythm of living organisms can be reconstituted by three proteins and ATP
had a major impact on the field of chronobiology of all organisms. Moreover, the finding that proteins can
measure time of day precisely have elucidated a completely novel function of proteins and introduced an
unexpected turning point in biochronometry by providing a new concept for biological timing mechanisms.
The finding also had a major impact on the fields of biochemistry and biophysics by introducing the concept
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and possibility of proteins to measure time and to process information, influencing our view on substances.
Domestic and international evaluation of Dr. Kondo’s contributions is extremely high, and he has been
repeatedly invited to keynote lectures at many international conferences. Further elucidation of Kai protein
function is expected in the future and there is no doubt that his research will continue to lead this international
research field. Elucidation of the principle of the circadian clock would be an essential process not only for
management of shift work and jet lag but also for psychiatry and clinical treatments (insomnia, depression).
Dr. Kondo has elucidated the basic principle of the circadian clock, and his contribution will be important for
understanding the human circadian clock.
Dr. Kondo’s findings have appeared not only in academic journals but also in general magazines and TV
programs, and have attracted general social attention. The Faculty of 1000 reviewers, who evaluate life
science papers, have continued to award the paper of the reconstruction of the circadian clock in 2005 as the
highest ratings in the circadian clock field. In addition, many prizes such as the Aschoff-Honma Prize (an
international award in the circadian clock field); the Chunichi Culture Prize; the Asahi Prize; the Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology Minister’s Commendation; Medal with Purple Ribbon, and prizes
from academic societies (Botany, Plant Physiology and Genetics) have been awarded for his contributions.
Therefore, these outstanding achievements of Dr. Kondo are appropriate for the Japan Academy Prize.
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